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It is 1941 in Georgia, and light filters through the tree lined streets. 
The  young people in question have just finished school, they stroll 
down Tbilisi’s wide avenues, discussing their futures.  A military 
troop cuts their path short, in opposition to the group of friends, 
the military are uniformly dressed. The soldiers cut across path is 
a symbolic moment, representing the loss of the futures that will 
be stopped by an impending march that swept up the soldier’s 
lives themselves. In another moment, the kids parachute from 
the top of a structure at the town fair. Shot against the sun, they 
become shadows, mere shapes emblazoned across the sky and 
rid of individual features. It is a striking moment, eventually one girl 
remains, like a shadow against an empty sky. As she gazes at the 
fair, she has a vision of it empty: the rides swing hauntingly with no 
one on them.

Musicality drives the tragic events: from the songs they sing at 
school; to the classical music they are taught to play; religious choirs 
at church and the marching bands that drive their wartime marches. 
These changes in diegetic soundtrack are diverse and poignant, 
accentuating their tragic changes in circumstance and providing the 
film’s scenes with a deep resonance. In particular, when the boys 
begin to march, the camera focuses on individuals in the formation. 
Their naiveté and youth exemplified. The expressions on their faces 
range from excitement, to fear and despair. When the camera pulls 
away and shoots the action at a mid range each individual is lost 
and unrecognisable in a sea of uniform. 

700,000 Georgians served in WWII, and nearly 400,00 died. Of a 
country with a population of roughly 3.5 million in the 1940s, this 
was a considerable chunk of the population. 
On the front the soldiers meet other young boys from all over the 
Soviet Union, all of a sudden they are removed from their national 
identities, and are subsumed into the pan identity of the Soviet Union. 
In the military space, a frequent questions hedged from soldier to 

soldier is: ‘Where are you from?’ There is a variety in answers, given 
the sweeping range of the Soviet space. People from the same 
nationality find each other with gratitude, far away from home it is 
a gentle comfort.Their faces, once bathed in Georgia’s summer light 
and wide avenues, are now shot cramped into dark spaces. When 
the soldiers sit drinking, before a day of battle, the camera focuses 
on each of their faces individually, instead of shooting them together. 
The effect creates a sense of loneliness and distortion. Even in the 
same space they are fundamentally alone. There are frantic bursts 
of emotion in this environment, soldiers going mad, discussing the 
time they’ve lost: ‘Winter lost, summer lost, and more to go.’ It is a 
hopeless situation, so far removed from the young people’s original 
dreams, and they witness a madness that could consume them too, 
that is only if they are lucky enough to live.  

When the boys go into battle they are shot from above, the running 
along dirt roads it is impossible to tell who is who. There is a fire 
of bombs, dirt and debris into a chaotic and incoherent scene of 
destruction; highlighting the impersonal effects of war. Two of the 
Georgian boys duck in the trenches, the camera pans out and we see 
the devastating effect from the bombs in the field they were once 
in and tanks descending. The scene is swift, cluttered, relentless 
and confusing and leaves a visceral impact of the viewers who 
witness the bloodshed.The emotional highs and lows are caught 
wonderfully in Rezo Chkeidze’s work, a brief moment of laughter 
ends in tragedy when a piece of shrapnel hits one of the boys. The 
immediate shift from laughter to despair and surprise is terrifying. 
You can see in their eyes, how changed they are by this experience. 
The film never returns to Georgia, and neither do most of the boys, 
all but one dies. In a beautiful and tender testament to his friends, 
his writes their names on the wall, as one would at a school. This 
wall in particular is littered with names of soldiers, desperate to 
leave some trace of their life and sacrifice behind.
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